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Abstract
The emergence of Next generation sequencing (NGS) technology ensued
production of large-scale data in fast pace demanding increased storage resource
and computational power. The essential step in NGS analysis is read alignment or
mapping with reference genome to determine the desired DNA sequence. The
genetic difference between strains attained on mapping can also be used in
variant detection and annotation. It is difficult to determine the position of short
reads by mapping, mostly in the case of repetitive regions. Many tools developed
for short read sequence alignment are available public and mostly commandline. On the other hand end-users find it more convenient when the tools are
with user-interface. Galaxy is an integrated frame, which can be used in resolving
computational issues, by allowing the tools to be deployed in cloud called Galaxy
CloudMan. It also allows user to create a well-defined user-interface for
command-line tools in XML. In this work, we have deployed different mappers or
aligners based on different algorithms in Galaxy CloudMan and compared them
for sensitivity and speed with allowed mismatch. XML Wrapper files are
generated to create user-defined interface for the command-line mappers and
deployed in galaxy so that it can be utilized for constructing workflows. The
challenge is to select a mapping tool with fundamental priorities of speed,
sensitivity and minimal memory usage. We made criteria for setting different
parameters suitable for researchers’ project and evaluating the aligners using
mapping speed, RAM occupancy, sensitivity and accuracy using short read
simulators and some real data.
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NGS analysis
Galaxy
Galaxy provides a web based
interface for deploying tools in
cloud and also for analyzing
and manipulating NGS data
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•
•
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Big data size of NGS
sequences
Extensive memory required
for data storage
Servicing
of
certain
softwares used in NGS
analyses imposes additional
cost
Moving data is non trivial
Requires
extensive
computing power for data
management and analysis

Advantages
• Provides computational and
storage resources
• Independent queries on
genomic data from different
sources (UCSC, Yeast mine
...)
• Can share history with other
Galaxy users.
• Workflow, can be developed
in combination, refinement,
calculation, extraction and
visualization of queries
• Multiple analysis by Query
intersection,
subtractions
and proximity searches
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→ score1 → confidence 98%
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→ score2 → confidence 78%
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→ score3 → confidence 100%

Alignment with best score determines the quality of mapping. It
depends on similarity of reads and number of alignments reported.
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